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of Mozart's death in 1991, the
scholar Bruce Cooper Clarke contributed this essay to the Friends of
Mozart Newsletter (FaIl 1990). In it, the autkor considers the eminent
critic and playwright George Bernard Shaw's appreciation of Mozart.
Clarke's observations about Mozart and Shaw are keen and revelatory.
They give insight into the reception of Mozart's music by the critic and the
public, both in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and at the same
time furnish a compelling framework for our understanding of Mozart
today and the ever-evolving landscape of the performance of his work.
This March, the Metropolitan Opera concludes performances of Don
Giovanni, one of which was broadcast in hig.h definition-a technological
innovation that has met with popular success-to 1,700 movie theaters in
54 countries. In April, the Dallas Opera presents The Magic Flute at the
Winspear Opera House in the city's downtown. One of the performances
will be simulcast onto the four massive video screens of the Dallas
Cowboys Sta.dium, for which all tickets are being made free and for which
more than 23,000 seats have been reserved in five weeks by individuals
across 24 states and Canada. In the summer at the SalZburg Festival, the
eminent conductor Nikolaus Harnoncourt leads the period-instrument
ensemble Concentus Musicus Wien, in a new production of The Magic
Flute. This assembty of perforrners is a first for Salzburg. Mozart's lfh-
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1787;the key: for "Mozart," read Figaro-as this 200'h year draws near, suggest we turn
to George Bernard Shaw for help and inspiration in celebrating the occasion.

That it is appropriate to do so grows out of many circumstances. For one thing, GBS was
himself a Mozart-centenary child, having been born in 1856, one hundred years after
Mozart. Although I have nowhere read of Shaw's taking note of this, I have often
wondered if he did not at least unconsciously draw the parallel, particularly in those years
when he was active as a music critic and each year (until 5 December l89l) was in one
way or another a Mozart centenary year.

When 1891 anived and with it the broad public observance of Mozart's death a hundred
years before, Shaw had been actively reviewing music for a number of London
publications for several years. In 1888, he had begun contributing the occasional article
io the newly founded ,irar evening newspaper and in 1889, he became its principal
reviewer under the pen-name of Corno di Bassetto. From 1890 to 1894, he wrote a
weekly music column for The World, signing his articles G.B.S. Even after his attention
turned more and more to playwriting, Shaw continued to write on music subjects and to
turn out reviews from time to time.
But the major reason for calling upon GBS as 1991 looms is because of the special place
Mozart occupied in his thinking and his writing about music.
First, we need to see Shaw in his historical framework. He lived such a long life (until
1950) that we are prone to think of him essentially as our 20'h century contemporary, as
indeed he was. But he was also very much the 19th century contemporary of such
composers as Wagner, Brahms, Gounod, Liszt, Tchaikowsky (N.B', Shaw's spelling)'
and Verdi, all of whom were alive when GBS was plying his critical trade. His stage as a
music critic was the late-Victorian musical world, with its divisions and controversies,
when the Brahmsian and Mendelssohnian traditionalists and academics were pitted
against the Wagnerian radicals.

In considering the historical Shaw and his relation to the music of Mozart, it is well to
keep in mind some aspects of the concert and opera life of the 1880's and 1890's. For
onathing, the full exient of Mozart's accomplishment as composer was still not fully
appreciatid by the general concert-going public. Although music publishers began soon
uft"r Mo"art's death to bring out so-called "complete works," it was not until 1877 that
the great comprehensive and critically edited Gesamtausgabe of Mozart's works,
published by Bieitkopf & Hiirtel in Leipzig, began to appear; while most of the project
was published by 1883, individual works were still appearing as late as 1910.
There was indeed a considerable gap between the high words of praise uttered on the
occasion of the first centenary of Mozart's death and the low number of Mozart's works
that were regularly performed. As the Austrian musicologist Gernot Gruber points out in
his book, "Mozart und die Nachwelt": "One played the same works over and over
again-Don Giovanni, Figaro, Zauberfliite, the Requiem, the late symphonies and string

quartets, the D minor piano concerto, and those piano sonatas used as practice pieces by
learners." (Iranslation by the author).

Or as Shaw observed in 1891: "It is not possible to give here any adequate account of
Mozart's claims to greatness as a composer. At present his music is hardly known in
England except to those who study it in private." And in another article in the same year:
"But there *ui no getting out of the centenary: something had to be done. Accordingly,
the Crystal Palace committed itself to the Jupiter Symphony and the Requiem-and
Albert Hall, by way of varying the entertainment, announced the Requiem and the Jupiter
Symphony."
There was another problem, one that is still with us a hundred years later: that of the
adequate performance of Mozart's music. There were (and are) two sides to this. The
first is the difficulty presented by Mozart's music itself. One reason why performers shy
away from Mozart, GBS said, is that "You cannot 'make an effect' with Mozart, or work
your audience up by playing on their hysterical susceptibilities. Nothing but the finest
execution-beautiful, expressive, and intelligent-will serve; and the worst of it is, that
the phrases are so perfectly clear and straighforward, that you are found out the moment
you swerve by a hair's breadth from perfection, whilst, at the same time, your work is so
obvious, that everyone thinks it must be easy, and puts you down remorselessly as a
duffer for botching it." Perhaps the soprano Margaret Price had this in mind when she
said, in a recent interview commenting on the demands of singing Mozart: "With Bellini
or Rossini you can give or take a few tra-la-la's and nobody notices. With Mozart you've
only to sing a tiny bit out of tune, or the notes don't quite match up, and people notice
immediately."
The other factor is the historical circumstance of Mozart being on the far side of the great
divide in music that came in the wake of the French Revolution and the emergence of
Romanticism. As the eighteenth century turned into the nineteenth, the sounds of
instruments began to change; the orchestra swelled in size; the concept of the ideal
symphonic sound was transformed. More fundamentally, the underlying perception of
the function of music shifted. Putting it very simply, Nikolaus Harnoncourt has written:
"Before 1800, music spoke; afterwards it painted." Music to be understood as speech
gave way to music to be felt as moods are felt. And in the process, the musical
vocabulary of Mozart-with its hard dissonances, its rough contrasts in tempo, its sharp
changes of dynamic- was flaftened and smoothed into the sonorous sine curve of the
Romantic ideal.

Listening to performances of Mozart in his time, George Bernard Shaw complained
repeatedly of "vapid, hasty, trivial readings" of Mozart's orchestral works, of
performances of Don Giovanni, in which "the vigorous passages were handled in the
usual timid, conventional way." Writing in 1917, he raked a conductor over the coals for
seeming "to have no conception of the dynamic range of Mozart's effects, of the
fierceness of his fortepianos, the 6lan of his whipping-up triplets, the volume of his
fortes." (And who was this hapless conductor? Sir Thomas Beecham, no less!)
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It was, then, in this late-Victorian world that GBS began his journalistic labors as music
critic, turning his attention, as a critic must, to the random and heterogeneous musical
offerings of the London concert and opera scene. Today Mendelssohn, tomorrow
Meyerbeer: now Wagner, then Verdi; here Goetz*, there Grieg-all grist for Shaw's
critical mill. And throughout Shaw's criticism, however varied the composers and the
compositions, you encounter Mozart. Time and again, Mozart-his music, his craft as a
composer, his power as dramatist-provides the point of departure for Shaw's comments
and criticisms. Mozart is the Masstab, the measure, the criterion. Not the only one, but
certainly the most frequent and the most important.

"All my musical self-respect is based on my keen appreciation of Mozart's work." This,
one of Shaw's most often cited references to Mozart, appears in a review written in
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1893. The occasion was a performance of the Piano Quartet in G minor, K. 478. Fired
by this thought, Shaw leaves the concert far behind ("...a very good program wasted on a
very bad audience...") and addresses himself instead to the source of his musical selfrespect: "It is still as it was before the Eroica Symphony existed, that there is nothing
befter in art than Mozart's best. We have had Beethoven, Schubert, Mendelssohn,
Schumann, Goetz, and Brahms since his time...but the more they have left the Mozart
quartet or quintet behind, the further it comes out ahead in its perfection of temper and
refi nement of consciousness.n'
Or in the realm of opera: Mozart, capitalizing on the way shown by Gluck, had opened
up the nineteenth century for the work of Wagner. "When Wagner was born in 1813,
music had newly become the most astonishing, the most fascinating, the most miraculous
art in the world. Mozart's DonGiovannihad made all musical Europe conscious of the
enchantments of the modern orchestra and of the perfect adaptability of music to the
subtlest needs of the dramatist...After the finales in Figaro and Don Giovanni the
possibilities of the modern music drama lay bare."
Or on Mozart the symphonist: 1885-"...the superior (of Berlioz) in the handling of his
favorite instrument, the orchestra...";1890-"...in his highest achievements, the
manifest superior of Beethoven."
Mozart is not only a standard for measuring other composers, but for judging the abilities
of performers as well. Shaw evolved what we can call the "six bars of Mozart" test, a
measure that he was likely to invoke in the middle of a review of, say, a Brahms or
Tchaikowsky piano concerto. Take, for example, the performance of Miss Florence May
of one of the Brahms piano concertos in December 1888: "...it is quite possible for a
young lady with one of those wonderful 'techniques,' which are freely manufactured at
Leipzig and other places, to struggle with (Brahms's) music for an hour at a stretch
without giving such an insight to her higher powers as half a dozen bars of a sonata by
Mozart." The thought occurred again some 18 months later when Shaw was present as
Dr. Sapellnikoff played the Tchaikowsky Second Piano Concerto for the first time in
England. Shaw found the work "impulsive, copious, difficult, and pretentious," without
distinction or originality. "it left me without any notion of Sapellnikoff's ranks as a
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player: ...six bars of a Mozart sonata would have told me more about his artistic gift than
twenty whole concertos of the Tchaikowsky sort."
there was one work of Mozart more than any other that gripped Shaw's imagination
and informed his criticism, it was Don Giovanni. He had learned it early as a boy
growing up in a household with an enthusiastic amateur mezzo-soprano for a mother (and
with Mrs. Shaw's eccentric singing teacher and friend, George John Vandeleur Lee, as
well), and it was with him for the rest of his life. The Don was important. to Shaw both
for its revelation of what music could be and for its demonstration of dramatic power. In
it he found music that "came sometimes like answers to unspoken questions of the heart,
sometimes like ghostly echoes from another world." Shaw would return again and again
to Don Giovanni as he went abodt his job as a critic. He had, of course, the one problem
with the opera that we all have: "Ever since I was a boy (Shaw writes in l89l) I have
been in search of a satisfactory performance of Don Giovanni; and I have at last come to
see that Mozart's turn will hardly be in my time."

If

In this connection, it is worth recalling what had happened to Don Giovanni in the course
of the nineteenth century. The dramma giocoso of Da Ponte and Mozart had been turned
into a Romantic Liebestragiidie,"amorality" had given way to moralizing, and the opera
usually ended in smoke and flames as Don Giovanni went straight to hell (taking the
concluding sextet with him). Shaw, on the other hand, saw the opera in all its musical
complexity and dramatic contrast and called for its presentation in the spirit and form
intended by the librettist and the composer. ln Don Giovanni, he wrote, we see that "in
the subtleties of dramatic instrumentation Mozart was the greatest master of them all,"
that he had composed a score that creates men and women as Shakespeare and Molidre
did-that makes emotion not only specific but personal and characteristic." Play the
opera in two acts only," he pleaded (in face of the custom of playing it in four) and put
"an end forever to the sensational vulgarity of bringing down the curtain on the red fire
and the ghost of the trapdoor."

And of course while he was at it, GBS did not refrain from directing the singers in the
proper execution of their roles. Take for instance a performance of the French baritone
Victor Maurel. Shaw found him better than average but still not very good: "On the
entry of the statue, which Don Juan, however stable his nerve may be imagined to have
been, can hardly have witnessed without at least a dash of surprise and curiosity, Maurel
behaved very much as if his uncle had dropped in unexpectedly in the middle of a
bachelor's supper-party... The problem of how to receive a call from a public statue does
not seem to have struck him as worth solving.';
Bruce Cooper Clarke is a scholar, essayist, and translator and the editor
Apr opos Mozart (aproposmozart.com)
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*Hermann Goetz (or Gcitz: it appears both ways in Shaw's articles) was a contemporary of Berlioz and Chopin.
Although Goetz seems to have disappeared completely frorn the current scene, he was still showing up on programs
when Shaw was active.

